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Abstract. Automatic docuUlcntation systems which use the words con\;aiued in the 
individual documents as Ii jlrillCipal source of doellment ident.ifif)aLioIlS !nil)' not perform 
satisfactorily undor all circumstances. Methods have therefore been devised witLin th~ 
last few yeal'8 for computing association measures between words !tHd betlveen document6, 
/tnd for uaing such associated words, or information contained in nssoGiated documents, to 
supplement and refine the original document identifications. It is sllggeJ>ted in this study 
that bibliographic oitations may pruvide Ii siw.ple means for obtaining associaLe<1 ducuments 
to be incorpor<l.ted in an automatic documentation system. 

The standard associative retrieval techniques are first briefly reviewed. A computer 
experiment is then described which tends Lo confirm t.he hypotliesiil Lhll.t documonts ex
hibiting similJ1,r citation sets also deal with similar 8ubjectmatter, Finally, a fully aule. 
matic document. retrieval system is proposed "'hieh usee bibliographic information ill addj· 
t.ion to other standard crjt(~ria for the identifica~ion of document content, and for the 
detection of relevant information. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years considerable attention has been devoted to the design of auto
matic documentation systems. If the system is to operate fully automatically, 
the intervention of human experts for the analysis of do(nnnp.Tilt content and for 
the preparation of document identifica.tions ought t.o be elimin:'l.ted. Under these 
circumstances the retrieval system must of necessity be based primarily on the 
.yords occurring In the individual texis, and on the terms used to formulate the 
search requests. 

n has been suggested [1] that an aeceptable system can be generated byex. 
tracting from the texts and from the information requests those linguistic unit,s 
which are believed to be representative of document content, and by defining a. 
standard of comparison between words extracted from documents and wordi" 
used in the requests fO!' documents. To determine which words are particularly 
significant as an indication of document content a variety of criterja may be 
used, including the position of the words in the texts, the word type", the vocabu
lary size, and most impul'~aHLly the frequency of occurrence of the individual 
words. The most significant words are then used as "index termJ3" to characterize 
the documents, and the most significant sentences, that is, those containing It 
large number of significant words, are used as abstracts for the documents. 

A typical automatic indexing and abstracting system based on word frequency 
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FIG. 1. Typical automatic indexing and abstracting :;yatem baaed on word froqueney 
counts. 

counts is shown in Figure 1. The principal drawback of the system. outlined in 
Figure 1 is the lack of any normalization procedure designed to take into account 
differences between individual authors or between individual document types. 
Thm:, a given set of documents covering some homogeneous subject area may 
quite possibly give rise to inany different index sets. Si.m.iL'fI.rly, completely dif
ferent document sets may be obtained in answer to only slightly differing search 
requests. 

In order to reduce the importance attached to the individual words and to their 
frequencies of occurrence, the introduction of a synonym dictionary, or thesaurus, 
is often proposed. All words extracted from documents 01' search requests could 
then be replaced by standard thesaurue forms before being used. This solution, 
while attractive in theory, is difficult to implement because no definite criteria 
exist for the construotion of good or useful thesauruses, and because the genera
tion of any thesaurus is a complex and time-consuming undertaking. For this 
reason, several workers [2, 3, 4, 5J have been interested in automatic procedures 
designed to supplement the original terms extracted from the doouments with 
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nm\" tcl'm~ related to the old ones ill v(1,rious ways. Indexing t.echniq ltes which 
make U::>e 01 'Ollch ",18sociEltccl" terms have come to be known H:3 "associativ~ 
indexing," and the c:oJ"l'csponditlg retrieval operations are knO\Yll as "associativ: 
l'ctrieval. " 

The present report fmggest.s an extension of the usual assoeiativ'c retrieval 
t.echniques by taking into account bibEogl'aphie citatjol1s H,nd ot.her illformation 
pceuliar to the aut.hor of a given document. It i8 suggested, spccifieuUy, that the 
set. of identifying words extrncted from the documents be supplellwntcd by nell' 
words obtain('d in purt from the bibliographic information provided with the 
documents; 1.hese new expa.nded sets of index terms may then give a more ac. 
curate repre:>entatioll of document content than the original OIlCS ilild ma.)' thus 
provide it more effective retrieva.l mechanlSlIJ. 

The st.andard assoniat.ive indexing t.echniques are fiJst briefly revicmed. There 
after, some properties of bibliographic citations are described, and t.he mJe of 
bibliographjc information as an indication of document content is evaluated. A 
small computer experiment using citations is then swnmarizeu and the b1g
nificancc of t,be numeric results is discllSsed . .Finally, a propoood fully automat.ic 
document. retrieval syst.em llsing bibliographic information ill addit.ion to other 
criteria is describod. 

2. A88Of .. ,viatilie InfOl'mat-io·n Retrieval 

::Vlost associat.ive retrieval systems 0.1'0 based on tho st.atist.ical word frequency 
counting procedures previou .. c;ly illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, given a document 
collection, it is possible t.o extract a set of n distinct high-frequency 
words WI , JY2 , ... , TV" , such that each document '''ithin the collect.ion is initially 
identified by some subset of the set of n given words. 

In pra<:,tical ret.rieval systems, it becomes useful t.o provide for some additional 
flexibility. For example, given a search request expressed in terms of words in the 
natural language, it. may be convenient to alter somewhat the original request, 
either by making it more specific and thus presumably reducing the sille of the 
document f;ct which fulfiL.:; t.he rcqllc~j, or, alternat.ively, by making it more 
general. In the same way, given a set of terms identifying a specified document, 
it may be useful to alter somewhat the original set by delet.ion of old termS or 
addition of new ones ill such a way that documents dealing with similar subject 
matter are identified by similar sets of index tel'ms. 

An analogolls problem arises in connection with the dOClllment sets which are 
obtained in answer to certain search requests. It js of tell useful to alter these 
document sets by addition of further documents which may alf;o have some 
relevance or, alternatively, by deletion of documents whieh arc not directly 
relevant. Both questions can be treated by determining a meaf{u·,.e of associalion 
between words 01' index t,erms on the one hand and between documents on the 
other, and by using this association measure for the alterat.ion of the con·e· 
sponding index term a.nd document subsets. 

Consider nrst. the problem of word assoeiatiom;. VV ords may be related ill 
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(b) Typical term-term similarit.y matrix R 

Fw. 2. Matrices used for the generation of term associaj,iolls 

many different ways: for example, they may exhibit the same word stems, or 
they may have similar syntactic properties, or thtly may be usable in the same 
context~, and 80 on. The criteria of assoeiation used in most H,utomatic programs 
do not nOrlIw,lly require a determination of syntactic Of semantic properties. 
Rather, they are bl1sed on simple co-occurrence of words in the same texts or 
sentences, or on co-occurrence with individual or joint frequencies greater than 
some given threshold value. 

Given a set of m documents and a set of n index terms, a typical procedure for 
the generation of term associations is as follows: 

(a) It terlll-ducument 'incillenl:e matrix C iH constructed which lists index terllls against 
documents; matrix element C/ is defined to be equal to k if 3,nd only if dooument j 
contains term i exactly k t.imc~; 

(b) a coefficient uf Similarity between t.erms is then defined based un the frequenoy of co
occurrence of pairs of terms in t.he individua.l documents; 

(e) :J. term-hwrn similarity matrix R is then generated which exhibits aU similarity c()
efficients between pairs of index terms; 

(d) term asS()clationa inc defined 1'or those pairs whose associated similarity coefficient is 
greater than some stated threllhold value. 

A sample term-document incidence matrix Cis sho'wn in Figure 2(a). To ob
tain a. coefficient of similarity between two terms based on the frequency of 
co-occurl'ence iu the uocuments of a given collection, it if') only necessary to 
perform a pairwise comparison of the corresponding rows of C. Many different 
types of similarity coefficients ha.ve been suggested in the literature [2, 3, 4, 5]; 
a simple coefficient of similarity between rows oia numeric matrix, and one which 
may be I1S mE',aningful as any of the others, is the cosine of the angle between the 
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c()lTe~pol1ding nt-dimensional vectors [6]. The sim,ilarit.y coeiflcicllts can be dis
played in an n X n symmetric term-similarit.y D.lll.trix R, where the coefficient of 
similarity R/ between term Wi and tcnn W j is 

R/ = R/ 

The term-similarit.y matrix R corregpondil1g to the term-document IJJlltrix C 
of Figure Z (a) is show11 in Figure 2 (b). Since R is symmetric) only the right 
(01' leit) triangular part of R must be scanned ill onler to detect pairs of terms 
with large similarity coofficients. 

To generate document associations instead of t.erm assoeiationg the same pro. 
cedures can be uscd, since the strength of association between doeumentti may be 
conveniently il.s:mmed to be a function of the number and frequencies of the 
shared terms in their respective term lists. Document similarit.ies am therefore 
obtained by comparing pairs of column",> (instead of rows) of t.he term-document 
matrix C, and a document document similarity matrix is constructed and used 
in the same way as the previously described term-term matrix K 

Consider now a t.ypical system for document. retrieH't.l using term and docu" 
ment associations as shown in Figure 3. A list of high-frequency terms he; first 
generated for each document by word freqllcnr.y counting procedures. N orIllaliza
tion mayor may not be effected by thesaurus lookup. A tenn-tonn 16imilarity 
matrix is then constructed by using co-occurrence of terms within sentences, 
rather than within documents, as a criterion. It should benot.ed tha.t as new term 
associations are defined, tbe original incidence matrix ca.n be revised by inclusion 
in some of the matrix columns of new, associated terms which are not originally 
contained in tbe respective sentences or documents. The revised incidence matrix 
then gives rise t.o a new term-term similarity matrix, incorporating second-order 
associations, and eo on. This feedback process is represented by an upwa.rd
pointing arrow in Figure 3. 

To retrieve documents in answer to search requests, the programs already 
available can be used by adding to the term-document matrix C a new column 
e",+l, representing the request terms. Specifically, element C~.+l is set equal to 
w if tem) WI. is used in the search request with weight w; if word W.~ is not used 
in the given search request c:.+1 is set equal to O. If no weights are specified by 
the requestor t.he values of the elements of column Cm+! are restricted to 0 and 1. 
An estimate of document relevance is then obtained by computing for each docu
ment the similn.rity coefficient between the request column C"'+I and the respec
tive document column. The documents can be arranged in dec.reasing order of 
simila.rity coefficients, and all documents ,,,it.h a sufficiently large coefficient 
ca.n be judgeti to be relevant to the given 1'€l[Uel:it. Clearly, the final relevance 
criterion dependf:! not only on the terms assigned to the various documents or 
on the words used in the documents and search :request.s, but also on other term!! 
associated 1\ith the original ones through co-occurrence in a gi \'e11 document 
collection. 
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